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Decodable and Leveled Readers: 
Matching Text Types to Student Needs



• Review the research behind how students 
learn to read

• Learn the difference between 3 different text 
types for beginning readers

• Match text types to readers based on their 
stage of development

• Learn a routine for using decodable text

Objectives



Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://ttacwm.blogs.wm.edu/helping-students-to-identify-unfamiliar-words/(Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989These processors refer to language work carried out by different parts of the left hemisphere of the brain.To read an unfamiliar word the reader must:Recognize the letter or letters through the orthographic processor.Map the phonemes to the graphemes [sound to letter(s)].  Phonological processor interacts with the orthographic processor.Once the word can be pronounced, the meaning processor is activated.Then the Context processor comes into play- the brain determines which meaning is appropriate for the situation.Knowing this process enables teachers to figure out where the breakdown occurs in students who have difficulty decoding.Here is an example of how it works:  The team was upset because they lost the match by one point.To read the unfamiliar word match the reader must recognize the graphemes m, a, tch, then match them to phonemes.  Through structural analysis the student knows that:  	There is a closed syllable, which means a short vowel sound	When tch follows a short vowel, the phoneme is /ch/.	Match is a familiar word, but it has several meanings (a match you light, make a match of similar things, a sporting event, etc)	The context processor determines it is a sporting event.





Progression of skills needed for fluency

Decoding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Progression of skillsReading Foundations standardsIf a student is struggling with decoding skills there is most likely an underlying issue- peel back the layers with diagnostic testsSkill of phonological awareness is criticalWord knowledge



Types of Text for Early Readers

• Leveled Text
• Predictable Text
• Decodable Text

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of these types of text will be found in most early literacy classrooms.



Leveled Text

The level of text is determined by
• Difficulty of vocabulary
• Difficulty of concepts
• Number of different words
• Size and type of font



Leveled Text Continued

The belief system behind leveled texts is that 
students learn by repeated exposures to words 
and that students should be able to figure out 
words using context and pictures.

Students often appear to be reading because 
they memorize the text.
Often there is not carry over to new texts.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leveled text does not provide practice for phonics patterns.Leveled text does not take into consideration the instructional sequence of phonics patterns.Children are encouraged to guess, and memorize



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Kindergarten examplehttps://www.rif.org/literacy-central/material/leveled-reading-passage-tree-two-mediumThis is not a terrible example of leveled text that a student would not be able to decode.  “has” and ‘his” would be tricky if they had not be previously taught.  There are four vowel sounds which might be tricky for beginning decoders.  But leveled readers can quickly become too difficult and jump into patterns that students haven’t been taught.  See the first grade example on the next slide.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
First grade exampleBlends at the beginning of words (cr)Blends at the end of the word (lk)Blend (str)Vowel team (ea)Vowel team (ee)R-controlled vowels (ar) and (ir)Shell and grassIrregular words – are, have, there (Have these been explicitly taught with a connection to the sounds prior to reading this text?)



Visual Memory Hypothesis

• Basis for Whole Word Approach

Typical Classroom Practices
 Leveled text
Repeated Readings
Flash cards
Shape outlines
Writing spelling words 10x
Rote repetition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students tend to look at the picture and guess as opposed to decoding the word and seeing if it makes sense in context.“The hen sat.” read as “The hen sit down.” – student looking at picture instead of reading the wordsBag, bug, and beg all have the same shape, but you need to have sound and letter correspond to decode and read the words differentlyStudents do not have skills to apply when reading a new text.  “We read the same book for a week and the student knew the word, we. The next week, we start a new book, and he can’t read the word, we.”



Predictable Text

• Shares many of the characteristics of leveled 
text.

• These texts can be highly engaging
• Often first books “read” by early readers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Guessing and memorizing “reading” this text.Students in Prek and K might retell these predictable texts.  They usually have interesting language including rhyme and a rhythm.



Predictable Text Example

This is the house that Jack built.
This is the cheese that lay in the house that Jack built.

This is the rat that ate the cheese
That lay in the house that Jack built.

This is the cat that chased the rat
That ate the cheese that lay in the house that Jack built.

This is the dog that worried the cat
That chased the rat that ate the cheese

That lay in the house that Jack built.
This is the cow with the crumpled horn

That tossed the dog that worried the cat
That chased the rat that ate the cheese

That lay in the house that Jack built.



Decodable text

• Highly controlled vocabulary 
• High frequency words that have been taught
• Focus on a new phonics pattern
• May have some words with phonics patterns 

previously taught
• Scope and sequence of spelling patterns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students have been taught every spelling pattern in the decodable text they are reading.  They can read every word by decoding.  This gives them the opportunity to practice the skills they have been explicitly taught.  They can be 100% accurate when reading and it builds their confidence as readers.Teachers often don’t like them because they feel the books are “boring” and don’t develop deep comprehension.But students get a feeling of satisfaction when they can read.  Deep comprehension is better taught using read alouds. Also leveled readers are not exactly quality literature either. 



Sequence of Text

• Words (real and pseudo)
• Phrases
• Sentences
• Story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once a child knows a phonics pattern (phonemes mapped to a graphemes) and can read words with the pattern (both real and pseudo), introduced connected text.  Connected text is words in relationship to other words.  Scaffold by going from phrases, to sentences, to paragraphs.



Decodable Text Example

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From West Virginia phonics



Decodable Text

• Code-based
• Includes letter and sound 

combinations that students have 
been explicitly taught

• Follows a scope and sequence
• Provides the opportunity for 

accuracy and fluency
• Provides more opportunities for 

success
• Teacher prompts student to tap 

the sounds and map the sounds 
to the spelling pattern

• “The cat sat on a lap.”

Leveled Readers

• Meaning-based
• Includes some patterns that 

students have been taught and 
some that have not been 
explicitly taught

• Provides fluency practice for 
students who are accurate 
decoders

• Prompting tends to promote 
memorizing whole words and 
guessing strategies

• “I like to play at home.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is controlled for different types of phonetic sounds and follows a general scope and sequence. Each decodable text will have a specific phonetic pattern that is clearly identifiable and repeated. Students read the text to practice the phonics pattern for mastery. The same phonics patterns will be repeated over and over again in the same text or within a set of texts that give students ample practice in the phonics pattern.Since leveled readers tend to include patterns that students haven’t been explicitly taught.  They feel less successful and sometimes believe that they can’t read.When students are not accurate, it affects their comprehension.  Missing just a few words in the text will affect comprehension.https://www.whatihavelearnedteaching.com/difference-decodable-text-predictable-patterned-text/



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of leveled reader compared to the controlled or decodable text.Blue words are decodable.  In this case all short vowels in CVC or VC have been taught.Red words are high frequency words that have been taught.Unless the teacher has taught these patterns in a scope and sequence that builds off of previously mastered patterns.  This type of text would not be appropriate.  Students will struggle to decode and may become frustrated with reading.Green words have silent e words.Yellow words are r controlledPurple words have vowel teams.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give participants time to match text types to stage of developmentReview that leveled readers are appropriate when students are in the consolidated phase.  They have been explicitly taught and have been provided with enough practice to automatically decode words.  At this stage, the leveled reader can support fluency.When children are learning to decode, decodable text is the best match.



Routines
Day 1
• Highlight words with focus pattern
• Read highlighted words
• Read text chorally
Day 2
• Read text with highlighted words
• Read a clean copy of the text
Day 3
• With a new passage, highlight words with the focus pattern
• Read the whole passage
Day 4 
• Read the same passage as Day 3 but with a clean copy
Day 5
• Read a new passage without highlighting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJuj-UqKhJw  



Transfer to Text Process: 

1. Guide students to highlight the targeted pattern words in the text. 

2. Have students read only the highlighted words so that they practice the words in isolation before reading 
whole sentences. 

3. Have students read the whole passage using their highlighted copy. 

4. Give students a clean copy of the text (with no highlighting) and have them read the whole passage.  

 
 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Passage 1 Passage 2 Passage 3 

1. Highlight Skill Words X  X   
2. Read Highlighted Words  X     
3. Read Passage with Highlighted Words X X X   
4. Read Clean Copy of Passage   X  X X 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJuj-UqKhJw 



Read & Rereading Routines
Vary approaches to text reading

Several readings of the same text, using different text-reading 
procedures, help consolidate word recognition and support 
comprehension. 

Partner reading – Explicitly  teach how to:
• Decide who reads first
• What the partner does while other reads

(e.g. put a dot under each word that is read)
• How to correct when an error is made
• What to do if partners finish before the rest of the class

When students have read the text two or more times, pair students, 
assign them roles of “reader” and “coach,” and ask the reader to retell 
the story to the coach. Then, reverse the roles so that each student has 
an opportunity to retell. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How to pair studentsPair students either by same reading ability or by high level readers with low level readers. Use the following steps to pair high-level readers with low-level readers:List the students in order from highest to lowest according to reading abilityDivide the list in halfPlace the top student in the first list with the top student in the second listContinue until all students have been partneredBe sensitive to pairings of students with special needs, including learning or emotional needs. Adjust pairings as necessaryThe reader from the first list should read first while the reader from the second list listens and follows alongThe second reader should pick up where the first reader stops. If additional practice is needed, the second reader can reread what the first reader readEncourage pairs to ask each other about what was read. "What was your page about? What was your favorite part?"



Consolidating Skills

• Have students write about the story using 
words with phonics pattern

• Ask comprehension questions about the story-
identify the story grammar elements

• Have students reread previously read text.



Instruction should focus on reading words, 
not learning words

If a child memorizes ten words, the child can 
only read ten words, but if the child learns ten 
sounds the child will be able to read 350 three 
sound words, 4,320 four sound words and 
21,650 five sound words.



Resources

• West Virginia Phonics
• Bob Books
• Power Readers and SuperCharged Readers
• Reading A-Z (make sure to access the 

decodable readers)
• Core Reading programs have some decodable 

text but the key is knowing which texts are 
decodable and which are leveled.
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